
 

 

    
 

 

 
‘HOW TO FALL IN LOVE’ 

 

SYNOPSIS 
 

Harold picks up his date, Annie, a pretty, outgoing, and charming girl, for their high school 
homecoming dance.  Much to his disappointment, the awkward and nervous teen realizes his 
date invited a bunch of her friends to join them as well. 
 
Present day Harold, an accountant with a passion for photography, is more handsome, but still 
holds onto a bit of his awkward years.  His clients, Steve and wife Claire, invite him to their 
daughter Megan’s birthday party, mentioning Claire’s sister Annie will be there too, the same 
Annie from high school.   
 
Harold and his friend Willie meet up at their usual coffee shop, when another regular, Julie, 
smiles at Harold.  Willie encourages him to talk to her, but he refuses out of fear it will end in 
disaster.  Willie suggests that Harold see a dating coach.  Harold is anything but excited by the 
idea, but after some coercing, agrees to try it.  When he meets with a professional dating coach 
in the city, it turns into a huge sales pitch; Harold changes his mind and is no longer excited by 
the idea. 
 
 At Megan’s party, Annie is funny and charming.  She and Harold reconnect, but when he asks 
about it, she can’t even remember the date she had with him back in high school.  Although she 
is a very talented party planner, her business in the city has gone belly up.  She’s attempting to 
scrape enough money together to move back and try to set up shop again.  After the party, 
Claire insists Annie get a day job.  Annie is living with Claire for the time being and has 
overstayed her welcome; Claire insists that Annie find a way to help pay the bills. 
 
Harold unexpectedly runs into Annie waiting tables at a local diner—her new day job.  Annie’s 
car has broken down, so Harold gives her a ride home.  She assumes his polite, chivalrous 
behavior must stem from a girlfriend’s influence, but discovers Harold looked into a dating 
coach.   
 
Desperate to find another side job due to pressure from Claire to find her own place, Annie 
convinces Harold to hire her as his dating coach.  The first lesson gets off to a rough start as 
Annie discovers his lack of self-confidence.  She builds up his self esteem, boot camp style, and 
gives him a full makeover with an updated hair cut and new wardrobe.  The second session 
covers how to approach women, and Annie and Willie provide moral support for Harold as he 
chats with Julie at the coffee shop.  Turns out his new skill is a success as she gives him her 
phone number and asks him out.  
 
Steve comes to Annie’s defense as the tension between Claire and Annie grows. He touches a 
sore spot when he points out Claire’s tough love behavior stems from her resentment for 
growing up as the older, responsible sister in the family when Annie had all the fun.   
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Lesson three covers the art of conversation, which preps Harold for his date. He nervously 
makes small talk with Julie, who possesses confident ease, and she asks him out on a date to 
see a scary movie.  With another date lined up, Annie teaches him the next step – to share 
what he loves in life with his date.  Harold reveals to Annie his photography hobby and his 
passion for all things romantic.  Annie, quite smitten, tells him his old-fashioned, romantic 
qualities make him a highly sought after man.   
 
Julie enjoys the scary movie much more than Harold, and before he drops her off, her flirtatious 
personality overshadows his when she makes the move to kiss him on the cheek goodnight.  
On his way home, he stops by the diner to share his excitement with Annie.  The effectiveness 
behind her coaching catches her off guard. 
 
Willie, an unwilling participant in Harold’s new workout regimen, part of Harold’s makeover 
plan, lightheartedly blames his friend for raising his wife’s expectations.  Meanwhile, Annie 
voices her worries to another waitress, Kim, on the possibility of losing Harold because he might 
not need her to coach anymore.  Kim questions whether her concern stems from losing her gig 
or him, but Annie quickly denies the latter.   
 
Lesson five covers the transition towards more serious dating, so Annie suggests Harold show 
he cares for Julie with a special date.  Unlike the soft spoken, unconfident man Annie use to 
know, Harold interrupts with his own suggestion of a romantic, upscale dinner.  Annie 
recommends they check out the place first.  At the restaurant with beautiful city views, she 
brings up a question about their high school homecoming.  Harold reminds her of what really 
happened: Annie invited a huge group along with them and accepted a dance with another guy, 
Matt, before he had the chance to ask her to dance.  He admits her behavior stung, but Annie 
lets him know she was just a clueless teenager.  If anything, she reassures Harold, he is better 
off than she is at life right now.  Harold doesn’t buy it – the prettiest girl from high school, with 
her talent, will do well in time.  A clear connection between the two, their dinner turns into an 
evening at the restaurant’s bar, listening to their favorite type of music – classic romance.   
 
Back at Claire’s home, Annie admits her own faults and voices her appreciation in Claire’s 
hospitality.  A speechless Claire feels guilty for her behavior as Annie leaves for Harold’s to 
teach lesson six.  Annie grows fonder and more nervous with every moment they share, 
especially when the two embrace in a “practice” kiss.  Both are clearly smitten with each other, 
but neither will admit it.     
 
Julie, unlike Annie, finds the same romantic restaurant boring.  Before the date ends, Harold 
suggests cooking dinner for her another time and smoothly embraces her in a kiss.  Back at the 
diner, Kim calls out Annie’s lovesick expression even when she tries to deny it.  She wishes she 
knew Harold and all his great qualities from the beginning.   
 
The following date, Harold cooks dinner for Julie as promised, and hopes to spend a night in, 
slow dancing with Julie to his record collection, but reluctantly agrees to a night out on the  
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town instead.  Lucky for Annie, over dinner, Julie asks Harold if he knows an event planner for 
a friend’s fundraiser. 

  
Harold hangs out with Claire’s family and photographs beautiful images of their time at the 
park, when Annie shows up and announces proudly of her new job as party planner, thanks to 
Harold.  He informs Annie of how the date went and she follows with advice on the next lesson 
– how to compromise in a relationship.  Harold takes candid photos of Annie and invites her to 
join him the following morning to a lake he’s photographing.  Annie explains to Harold her 
event gig is a fundraiser to preserve parks, and suggests he showcase his landscape 
photography at the fundraiser.  She understands Harold’s passions and they spend time 
together selecting photos for the event which innocently leads to a romantic slow dance to his 
music collection.  The two celebrate his last lesson where Annie advises the importance of 
honesty and gut instinct in dating – ironic given their unspoken love for each other.    
 
Harold takes Julie to his favorite lake to shoot pictures, but once again, unlike Annie, she 
doesn’t appreciate Harold’s interests, and complains every step of the way.  Disappointed, he 
heads to the diner that night to talk to Annie, but spots her in a friendly embrace with Matt, the 
same guy who stole Annie away during the homecoming dance back in high school.  Even more 
disenchanted, Harold, fearing rejection, holds back his feelings for her, not knowing the feelings 
are mutual. 
 
Annie lets her sister know she’s moving out, and they share an honest moment together.  Claire 
is jealous of Annie’s devil may care lifestyle, but Annie looks up to Claire’s accomplishments.  
They realize both want what the other has.   
 
Willie and Harold participate in their usual round of golf when Harold tells him Annie is back 
together with Matt again, and not only does he not get the girl of his dreams, he is going to end 
things with Julie since things are not working out between them.  He decides to hand over his 
photos of Claire’s family and Annie, with a letter inside to explain why he will not attend the 
fundraiser event Annie planned, only to discover from Claire his assumptions of Annie and Matt 
were wrong – Annie’s in love with him, not Matt.  Harold, thrilled, rushes off to the party, and 
arrives in time to accept a thank you from the fundraiser for donating his photos to the cause.  
He takes the opportunity to thank Annie for all she has done, and dedicates a love song to her.  
They dance together and, alas, embrace in a kiss as their favorite music takes over.      
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